
From: 	 Mayor Mufi Hannemann 
To: 	 'Douglas Luna' 
Sent: 	 8/28/2007 5:08:11 PM 
Subject: 	 RE: monorail technology and off-street station placement for Honolulu's proposed rapid transit system 

Dear Mr. Luna: 

You may be assured that the City will consider all available fixed-guideway technologies and choose the one that best meets our 
long-term needs. I've personally traveled on monorails and can attest to their versatility and efficiency, but will leave the final 
decision to the transit engineers and experts. 

Aloha and best wishes to you in Japan, 

Mufi 

From: Douglas Luna [mailto:dpluna@lava.net]  
Sent: Wednesday, August 15, 2007 4:53 AM 
To: Mayor Mufi Hannemann 
Subject: monorail technology and off-street station placement for Honolulu's proposed rapid transit system 

Dear Mayor Hannemann: 

As you know, over several decades now, the City has seriously proposed but ultimately backed away from building several, 
fixed-guideway, grade-separated transit systems. Honolulu is fortunate that each, in the end, was rejected. For, among other 
reasons, the system technology ultimately selected for each would have left Honolulu with the dreadful visual impact of a 
massive elevated guideway only compounded at stations and when seen from below. This is the last impression of our world-
renowned tropical paradise that we should want to inflict on visitors much less our own people. 

We have the opportunity in the latest transit proposal to realize the transportation benefits the earlier systems offered but largely 
avoid the visual impact of the technologies selected in the past. The way to do this is to: 1) select advanced monorail 
technology, and 2) integrate the stations, now typically located over streets, through or over new buildings designed as 
mixed-use structures. 

For the guideway itself, it is the difference between a monorail system's continuous spaced beams, and a dual-rail or a busway 
system's continuous two-lane bridge in visual impact; the amount of concrete, steel and labor required to build them; and how 
that comes out in construction cost. For the stations, it is the difference between a massive, elevated, non-revenue-generating 
structure serving only riders, and a conventional, probably retail/office-type structure generating revenue from riders, shoppers 
and workers that might even pay for the cost of the station. 

The advocates for elevated dual rail systems often have claimed that monorail technology has serious disadvantages compared 
to theirs. To the extent their claims ever had any objective merit at all, the issues were resolved in later monorail systems, most 
notably in Japan's advanced systems. Today monorail trains can go as fast between stations as dual rail; ride as smoothly and 
quietly; switch tracks as practically; allow passengers to go from car to car and be evacuated as easily, etc. Beyond that, 
though, monorails tend to be quieter and can manage far tighter turns and steeper slopes than dual rail, allowing flexibility in the 
location of stations and in the alignment of the guideway through or around buildings, elevated roadways or whatever. Overall, 
monorail technology has proven at least as practical and reliable as dual rail and — with no known injuries or fatalities ever — 
safer. 

Of the other alternatives in technology, transit vehicles — busses, trolley cars or whatever — that run at grade compete with cars 
and trucks for roadway, at least at intersections if not their entire right of way. For that and other reasons, they offer no 
advantages and many disadvantages compared to grade-separated systems. Underground systems have no visual impact above 
grade but are said to be prohibitive in cost for Honolulu And all elevated systems but monorail, would unacceptably degrade 
Honolulu's environment and sense of place. 

There are many decisions in rapid transit planning that require accepting some disadvantages to realize other advantages. 
Technology selection in a rapid transit system for Honolulu is not one of them. Monorail technology's superiority for a system 
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like Honolulu's has been more than proven by now and obvious in any truly objective analysis. 

Reportedly, past engineering consultants to the City have been so committed to dual rail technology that the eventual selection 
of dual rail after a nominal competition among technologies was foreordained with consultant's own selection. The City this 
time should select a truly independent consultant committed to an objective analysis of the pros and cons of each technology. 

By way of background, although now long an architect, I first graduated from Berkeley with a major in transportation economics 
and studied rapid transit systems during consideration of the Bay Area's BART system. I found the concept for BART and the 
design solution so compelling that I quickly became an ardent supporter of it and have followed the evolution of transit systems 
on and off ever since. My first encounter — and fascination — with monorail technology, as it was for many, was riding the 
Disneyland Monorail. Unfortunately, when people think of monorail even now, too many still think of it in that context and only 
suitable for a specialized use like that. But monorail technology has gone far beyond that and, while not as suitable for 
so-called heavy rail systems in major cities, with objective analysis, it should be the obvious choice for Honolulu. 

To look into this more, the best single source of information for the non-engineer that I know of on monorail systems world-wide 
is the website of The Monorail Society, www.monorails.org . I urge you and your planning and transportation officials to check 
it out, starting out at the top of the column on the right with the link "Why Monorail," and quickly learn a lot more about the 
advantages of monorail technology for Honolulu. In particular, please look at the Tama, Kitakyushu and Okinawa systems in 
Japan. I am living in Japan right now and am personally familiar with the excellence of two of them. 

Your administration faces a major decision in selecting the technology for Honolulu's system and you owe to all who will be 
affected by it — whether they ever ride the system or not — to see that monorail's advantages are fully and objectively considered 
and not dismissed out of hand, as they have been in the past. 

Thanks for considering my comments. 

Aloha, 

Douglas P Luna 
1050 Bishop Street #344 
Honolulu, Hawaii 96813-4210 
Berude 2-ban, 3-99-17 Ohminami 
Musashimurayama-shi 
Tokyo-to, Japan 208-0013 
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